
10�“We now have 10� the bandwidth with painless  
provisioning to different cloud services.”

-  BRAD SCHWARTZ, IT PROJECT MANAGER, CLIENT INSTANT ACCESS

Client Instant Access
Delivering secure real-time global voice solutions for regulated industries

CASE STUDY

Company Overview
• State-of-the-art dialing, messaging and secure conferencing 

solutions for global financial, healthcare and legal services 

providers

• Enables conference calls with hundreds of participants

• Provides instant, multi-channel contact to large, distributed 

groups of users

Situation Overview 
As a global voice solutions and service provider with nodes in New 

York, Dublin, São Paulo, London, Singapore, Tokyo and Sydney, 

connectivity is critical to delivering exceptional user experience.  

Client Instant Access (CIA) utilized an interconnected hybrid 

infrastructure architecture with on-premise deployments and 

cloud services to strategically optimize call quality and increase 

performance for users through point to point networking services.  

But they faced challenges in configuring solutions that optimized 

quality while maintaining flexibility with changing bandwidth 

demands. The need for greater flexibility triggered the search for a 

solution that would provide secure, private connection with flexible 

bandwidth solutions.  

Key Results 
Source: Client Instant Access

• 10� increase in bandwidth from direct, 
private connection has yielded a drastic 
reduction in virtual workload migration  
for our customers 

• 50� improvement in ability to burst for 
big workloads, reducing costs and adding 
flexibility 

• Global, direct connections yielding  
15% decrease in latency 

Objectives
• Efficiently connect on-premise and cloud infrastructure

• Improve customer experience though better call quality 

• Increase security with private connectivity

• Decrease risk with instant disaster recovery



Becoming immune to service disruptions
Real-time, anytime availability is part of the value CIA offers to its 

customer base of highly regulated banks, financial services companies 

and healthcare providers. Moving its hybrid cloud solution from 

the public Internet to Digital Realty’s Service Exchange™ gives CIA 

consistency of performance, increased bandwidth, and the ability  

to shift availability zones with cloud providers if service is disrupted.

Low latency equals high call quality
For a voice solutions provider, sound quality is a key metric of  

Quality of Service (QoS). Moving from IPsec to private connectivity 

via Service Exchange, lowers latency by an estimated 15%, resulting 

in a dramatic improvement in user experience. Lower latency and 

increased bandwidth also speed up file transfer and make it easier  

to back up workloads.

Flexibility empowers IT 
Need more bandwidth for a crystal clear international earnings call?  

No problem. Do seasonal events or special initiatives call for bursting 

workloads? Easy enough. With Service Exchange, CIA’s IT staff can  

make back end changes that enhance user experience on the fly.

About
Digital Realty supports the data center, colocation and 

interconnection strategies of more than 2,300 firms across its secure, 

network-rich portfolio of data centers located throughout North 

America, Europe, Asia and Australia.  Digital Realty’s clients include 

domestic and international companies of all sizes, ranging from cloud 

and information technology services, communications and social 

networking to financial services, manufacturing, energy, healthcare 

and consumer products.
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E sales@digitalrealty.com

“ Using Service Exchange 

to interconnect our private 

cloud infrastructure gives 

us much better reliability, 

security and performance 

than the public Internet.”

-  BRAD SCHWARTZ, IT PROJECT MANAGER,  
CLIENT INSTANT ACCESS
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